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The Roots and Consequences of Fascism, National Socialism, and Nazism 

Fascism (a.k.a. National Socialism) and Nazism (in German it’s called Nationalsozialismus) are one 

and the same and is no new concept; it was described in the Book of Genesis 11:1-9 as defined in the 

story of The Tower of Babel, which is said to have taken place about 4,200 years ago. Fascism is 

National Socialism (a.k.a. National Communism; it’s in the name–National Socialism). “Democracy is 

the road to socialism.” – Karl Marx (1818 – 1883). “The goal of socialism is communism.” – (a 

quotation attributed to Vladimir Iljics Lenin [1870 – 1924], with no verifiable references, though it 

remains a valid argument). The system of fascism is nothing more than a rebranding of kings and 

queens, oligarchs, and a system of full dictatorship with a national appeal. The road to fascism is the 

same as the road to communism.  

Upon finding out that there’s a big question around the aforementioned quote being expressed by 

Lenin, I came across an excellent quote that sums up the premise that I’ve just alluded to: 

In German: „Eine repräsentative Demokratie kann nicht bestehen, wenn ein großer Teil der Wähler 

auf der öffentlichen Gehaltsliste steht. Wenn die Parlamentarier sich nicht mehr als Treuhänder der 

Steuerzahler ansehen, sondern als Vertreter der Empfänger von Gehältern, Löhnen, Subventionen, 

Arbeitslosenunterstützung und anderen Wohltaten aus dem Steuertopf, dann ist es um die 

Demokratie geschehen.“ – Ludwig von Mises (1881 - 1973) 

In English: “A representative Democracy cannot be sustained if a majority of its voters are being paid 

by the state. If the Parlamentarians do not think of themselves as the trustees of the taxpayers 

anymore, but instead as the deputies of the recipients of government wages, salaries, subsidies, 

unemployment benefits and other ’good deeds’ from tax money, then Democracy has failed.” – 

Ludwig von Mises (1881 - 1973) 

Magyarul: „A képviseleti demokrácia nem tartható fenn, ha szavazóinak többségét az állam fizeti. Ha 

a parlamenti képviselők már nem az adófizetők vagyonkezelőinek gondolják magukat, helyette az 

állami pénzek, fizetések, támogatások, munkanélküli segélyek és egyéb adópénzből származó 

„jótétemények” kedvezményezettjeinek, akkor a demokrácia kudarcot vallott.” – Ludwig von Mises 

(1881 - 1973) 

Are a majority of Hungarians getting government subsidies (March 2021)? Or for all of Europe, do the 

majority of citizens in Europe receive subsidies? I would say that that answer is “yes,” but to detail 

that assessment would be more of an assignment for the making of history writers, not for this short 

paper. To summarize this condition in an expression, Hungarians are bought off—and so are the 

citizens of Europe—they have sold themselves to slave owners. And the whole scheme is 

compilations of exercises in gaslighting that started in the planning decades ago.  

For this presentation, I’ll just use the word fascism, but the destiny between fascism and communism 

is the difference between the leaderships that implement them, and nothing more. Like in the story 

of The Children of Hameln (The Pied Piper), the rats, the little children, and more modernly, for 

today’s sheep(le) (rats and children) who follow the corona virus propaganda scares, fearmongering, 

mask wearing, vaccine mongering sycophants who follow their masters’ callings, subservience 

without a fuss has become a norm through a well executed planning of indoctrination, intimidation, 

and surveillance by sadistic perpetrators and predators. And The Emperor — still — Has New (No) 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/gaslighting#gaslighting-examples
https://fairytalez.com/the-children-of-hameln-the-piped-piper/
https://medium.com/@mattimore/parable-the-emperor-has-no-clothes-ace63fef6eb8
https://medium.com/@mattimore/parable-the-emperor-has-no-clothes-ace63fef6eb8
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Clothes (also see: The Emperor Has No Clothes: In this video we explore our immune system in order 

to understand whether antibodies mean immunity, antibody tests are meaningful and much more!; 

Lyra Nara Inc.). 

As for the corona virus stringent programs, for example, facts matter none; after nearly two years, 

the consensus attributed to the propaganda is that people aren’t doing enough: the curfews, the 

masks, the plastic bags over the hands, the goggles for eye protection, the riding in cars alone with all 

of this gear worn, the sweating profusely when jogging and riding motorcycles with this attire, the 

vaccinations that have never ever been properly tested to be safe—at all, though they have been 

verifiably tested to not only not protect the vaccinated from disease—but do, in fact increase health 

risks by contorting natural immunity balances, the acceptance of new technologies, the GMOs 

(Genetically Modified Organisms) from Pfiser and God only knows where else, and the compliance 

and complacency to the closing down of the economy this way and that way over weeks and 

months—and soon it will be calendar years (We’ll soon be going on 3 school years for children of all 

ages.). 

So, instead of saying, “Let’s remove these draconian regulations and try something else,” a doubling 

down to make the economy crash ever so much harder for a population already struggling to cope 

has become considered an acceptable nuisance. Now we are being told that you don’t need to wear 

a mask or get a vaccination; but good luck using the public transportation system, going shopping, 

enjoying a meal in a restaurant, going to the movies, going on vacation  and staying in a hotel (unless 

I have a business account—which makes perfect scientific sense), going anywhere where a public 

recreation is possible; no cost / benefit analysis, not an inkling of empirical evidence has been 

associated with these injunctions, though the dependence of a government gone wild and an 

economy in free-fall is more than prevalent. 

This story isn’t about the corona virus, but the program: the indoctrination, intimidation and 

surveillance; just call up any cemetery in Hungary and ask them if business is booming more than in 

any other recent years. The answer is “NO, it isn’t”, but it is true that the hospitals are killing more 

than their fair share in a manner consistent with dictatorships in general—they are filthy and 

incompetent, to say the least! When all is said and done, it’s obviously damn easy to create a fascist 

community! 

The father of Fascism, however, is attributed to Giovanni Gentile (1875 – 1944). According to 

Giovanni Gentile, fascism is a form of socialism, indeed, its most workable form. Marx mobilizes 

people on the basis of class; fascism mobilizes people by appealing to their national identity, as well 

as their class. Fascists are socialists with a national identity.  

“To submit to society is to submit to the state (In all matters).” – Mussolini 

Like his philosophical mentor Karl Marx, Giovanni Gentile believed there are two “diametrically 

opposed” types of democracies: 

1. Liberal democracy (the U.S.A.) is too centered on liberty and personal rights = too selfish.  

 

2. True democracy = individuals willingly subordinate themselves to the state. 

“All is in the state, and nothing human exists, or has value outside the state.” – Mussolini 

https://youtu.be/hf7gOIwsBHE
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In the meanings of the terms between fascism and communism, the differences only lie between the 

differences in leaderships who implement them. In technical terms, they are both politically extreme 

left, with 100 percent power for the government on that side, whereas on the extreme right is 

anarchy. During the Nazi era, the Nazis were always considered to be a left-wing group until they 

became too radical for so-called communists, which made them out to be a liability in the 

propaganda arena. Many Nazi and Soviet fighters switched sides for the sake of convenience, not for 

any ideological enlightening experiences or differences. The red in the Nazi flag was to appeal to 

communists. There were many Jews and Christians and other dissidents who were every bit as 

German as any other, yet Hitler had them exterminated. Yet, there were still many Jews in Hitler’s 

higher echelon of command as well. The vast majority of Hungarians are descendents of the two 

camps, but it was seldom discussed: embarrassed elders or elders who wanted to perpetuate much 

the same in hopes that it could be done better this time? Well, FIDESZ, MSZMP, DK, Párbeszéd, 

MOMENTUM, and LMP are still the best we have? 

You see, Hitler created enemies when it was convenient and expedient and created allies when it 

became politically or militarily advantageous to do it. It is said that Hitler himself wouldn’t have been 

able to pass his own no-Jew heritage background test. There were many Catholics who supported 

Hitler and to this day a great number of priests who saluted the Nazis enthusiastically can be seen 

with a simple Google search.  

Today's Pope, Pope Francis, is a full-blooded communist. So many of his comments and works are 

saturated in communist and Nazi idealisms. The Pope’s birth name is Jorge Mario Bergoglio. He was 

born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, the very country where it is said Hitler escaped to (ref: GREY WOLF : 

THE ESCAPE OF ADOLF HITLER (2014) Full Movie) and where many Nazis did verifiably escape to. 

Argentina was at the time reigned by Juan and Eva Peron, two over enthusiastic ardent Nazi 

supporters that wholeheartedly welcomed Nazi officials; they hosted an estimated 12,000 refugees 

and visitors during and after the war. It was the only other country that officially had a Nazi Party. 

The Pope would have been a young lad entering puberty during that time. These associations and 

influences should not be taken lightly. 

His predecessor was Joseph Aloisius Ratzinger, a German born near the Austrian border in 1927, and 

joined the Hitler Youth from age 14 and stayed a Nazi from 1941 – 1945. Although it is said that he 

resisted the membership and that his family despised the Nazis, there are contradictions to these 

stories that don’t bid well and need some explaining. Ratzinger, for example, gave thanks to his math 

teacher who didn’t make him do all the things required by the Nazis, stating that he was “a very 

understanding mathematics teacher. He himself was a Nazi but an honest man, who said to me…”—a 

nice Nazi believer, huh?—and the others under the teacher’s wings? 

Then there is Pope Pius XII (1876 – 1958). Hitler's Pope is a book that “explores the charge that he 

assisted in the legitimization of Adolf Hitler's Nazi regime in Germany, through the pursuit of a 

Reichskonkordat in 1933. The book is critical of Pius' conduct during the Second World War, arguing 

that he did not do enough, or speak out enough, against the Holocaust.” 

The fascist phenomenon is to attract national identity when it serves the national oligarch’s purposes, 

but in so many ways it pits classes and groups against one another at the drop of a hat. Implementing 

National Socialism in the practical world is a farce and every bit as destructive as global communism.  

https://www.diffen.com/difference/Communism_vs_Fascism
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For example, here in Hungary, we have the global communists (a.k.a. global socialists now because 

communism is supposedly illegal on the books, but the thoughts of a communist’s mind are more 

difficult to bleed out). This is MSZP (Magyar Szocialista Párt), whose original name was MSZMP (A 

Magyar Szocialista Munkáspárt)—a country’s worker’s party is well-known to be a communist party, 

trying to appeal to the working class. The FIDESZ (Fiatal Demokraták Szövetsége) party in Hungary is, 

in fact, a Nazi party; the word democracy is in FIDESZ’ name, but it really is the National Socialist 

Party (a.k.a. the Nazi party, technically speaking); everything from media to hospital care to schooling 

to food operations to social programs (CSOK, Gyes, Gyed, TAO, etc.) has been socialized and 

centralized to the state. There are even life-time tax exemptions for families who have 4 babies or 

more—well, fascism destroys hope, which destroys goals of family life and smiles, so those deficits 

must be compensated for in some way, no matter how maligned and misappropriated they become 

in reality—the propaganda works better than the real nature of it all. As a result, the Hungarian 

population has been decreasing its bloodline by 40-50 thousand a year, and the corona virus 

injunctions are exacerbating that trend, not the corona virus itself.  

The alternative is to have a republic that limits the government’s role in the people’s lives. Good 

governance 101: Rights come from God. God given unalienable rights are three only: the right to life, 

liberty, and the right to pursue happiness without a government nanny state. Laws are made by man 

and should be designed to protect those three rights only. The Americans had such a system, but 

they forgot why they were special and what it took to maintain more freedoms.  

People forget easily and in today’s history lessons that are provided in schools the most 

fundamentals of lessons aren’t provided, which is to say that for this lesson in particular: 

1. History helps us develop a better understanding of the world. 

2. History helps us to understand ourselves. 

3. History helps us to learn to understand other people. 

4. History teaches a working understanding of change. 

5. History gives us the tools we need to be decent citizens. 

6. History makes us better decision makers. 

7. History helps us to develop a new level of appreciation for just about everything. 

"Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it." -  George Santayana 

Fascism and Communism are entrenched in evil. Children wearing masks after 2 years tells me two 

things about the state of Hungary: how out of touch with reality the government is, how poor the 

health care system is, and how entrenched the school system is with its propaganda machine, far 

removed from providing students basic tools, such as to think, to use logical reasoning, deductive 

reasoning, and empirical evidence! Live free or die! 

Notes: The vast majority of Hungarians in Hungary have relatives who were Soviet Union communists 

and sympathizers or Hitler’s Nazis and sympathizers. Those of your ancestors who were communists 

and Nazis more often than not, raised you to think and behave in like manner, even though they 

seldom talked about those dark days. I deal with you often. You say that they were mostly forced to 
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be a part of it, but the insurmountable evidence dispels that myth and illustrates that they were 

mostly anxious to participate in it. You show that you’re still of the same making because you refuse 

civil discourse and empirical evidence reasoning. 

You remain violent to pointed truths! You rip up my work and you try to have a shouting match with 

me and even a physical confrontation without using any good grace, but rather you use “just” 

perversions instead. You can’t talk about any virus or the ’biological experimental agent’ you for 

some reason call a vaccination. You might say that I’m a corona virus denier and brush off your 

obvious afflictions by rather caring to groom and maintain your sycophant status. You don’t know 

how to avoid getting sick but you are already mentally deranged and don’t understand your state.  

In fact, you’ve made being physically sick, and coughing, and sneezing, and sniffling and even 

breathing fresh air illegal—you have become my self-absorbed supercilious nanny and I don’t like it 

one bit. You can’t talk about any political policies being implemented with any non-superficial 

knowledge of any of them. You’ve also made it illegal to talk about those such things; you can’t talk 

about the current state of Hungary because all that matters to you are the pictures and messages 

you scan through in your mobile phone. You have relationships through your mask—pathetic.  

You tear up my work as soon as you can without knowing what it says, what it’s about, and why I 

write such things. You call me stupid, but you wear your corona virus protective gear without even 

knowing that none of what you have on makes any health sense whatsoever—in fact, what you’re 

wearing is unhealthy by any measure—and you don’t care. You take your “must-do” vaccines 

because you hear Győrfi Pál and the other clowns say it’s the only way, and you don’t even know 

what the vaccination is, what it isn’t, and how it works—but I can emphatically tell you that the 

definition of a vaccine is a POISON! And you don’t care. I’m the stupid guy, and you’re the smart one; 

you’re the one with a heritage that is rather horrifying in any regard—and you don’t care—you 

project your self-worth onto me—it’s me, you say! 

The Nazis and the Communists did and do what they do in the name health at any cost also, and 

the doctors and nurses lined up in droves, perhaps because they thought they were participating in 

the new-wave health initiatives, or perhaps simply for power, who knows?  

Well, killing people openly through an openly hostile and visible enemy is much bloodier and much 

more obviously diabolical than killing people with an invisible enemy with invisible means (i.e. closing 

down smiles and businesses and borders in the name of health—which only incurs a stronger 

oligarchy and people more dependent).  

As for Hungarians, after starting two world wars and expecting absolutely no repercussions for losing 

both opportunities, but getting some anyhow, they’ve managed to hire Orbán Viktor, who promised 

annexation by indoctrination from Hungarians within pre-Trionon borders, which hasn’t turned out 

well for Hungarians in Hungary.  

Their current state of indoctrination, intimidation, and surveillance have been adapted to the politics 

of the day and the moods of the population of the day, but that continued drive for Hungarian 

dominance on the world stage has only ensured that Hungarian slave owners (which include not only 

the Hungarian oligarchs, but the Chinese, the Russian, the Turk, the European Union, the Arab and 

Israeli oligarchs) a more aggressively insatiable appetite than ever. 

 


